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Riner Featured at Art Fields in South Carolina

April 16, 2014

Kimberly Riner will be featured at Art Fields in Lake City, SC.

“ArtFields® is a unique Art Competition and Celebration to be held in the historic community of Lake City, South Carolina. This 10-day event features live music, dancing, and delicious Southern foods. … It is designed to provide opportunities for the cultivation of artists and to offer educational and arts programs for the benefit of the public.”
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Dr. McGuire has Two More Articles Published

April 16, 2014

Dr. Julie McGuire’s “Fun House” was published in the 2014 Spring Issue of arts journal *Number: Inc.*, and her article “Face to Face: Artists’ Self-Portraits from the Collection of Jackye and Curtis Finch, Jr.” was accepted for the Summer Issue.
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Sarah Bielski’s piece “Goalie” was accepted into the Ceres Gallery 11th National Juried Exhibition in New York, NY. The show was curated by Lauren Hinkson, Assistant Curator of the Guggenheim Museum, NYC.
Jessica Burke- Visiting Artist, Solo Shows, & Award Winner

April 16, 2014

Jessica Burke was a Visiting Artist at Plymouth states University in Plymouth, New Hampshire from April 9-11. She also had an exhibition there, did an artist talk and studio visits.

She will have a solo exhibition, Jessica Burke: Pop Portraits, in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, April 1 through June 5.

At the 25th National Drawing & Painting Exhibition, Notre Dame of Maryland University, Baltimore, Maryland, Jessica Burke was awarded Best in Show and a Purchase Award.
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